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KEY=EDITED - TRAVIS JILLIAN
PANINI
A SURVEY OF RESEARCH
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG

CRITICAL STUDIES IN INDIAN GRAMMARIANS I
THE THEORY OF HOMOGENEITY (SAVAR?YA)
University of Michigan Press In the historical study of the Indian grammarian tradition, a line of demarcation can often be drawn between the conformity of a system with the well-known grammar of
Pa?ini and the explanatory eﬀectiveness of that system. One element of Pa?ini’s grammar that scholars have sometimes struggled to bring across this line of demarcation is the theory of homogeneity, or
savar?ya, which concerns the ﬁnal consonants in Pa?ini’s reference catalog, as well as phonetic similarities between sounds. While modern Sanskrit scholars understand how to interpret and apply Pa?ini’s
homogeneity, they still ﬁnd it necessary to unravel the history of varying interpretations of the theory in subsequent grammars. Madhav Deshpande’s The Theory of Homogeneity provides a thorough
account of the historical development of the theory. Proceeding ﬁrst to study this conception in the Pa?inian tradition, Deshpande then passes on to other grammatical systems. Deshpande gives attention
not only to the deﬁnitions of homogeneity in these systems but also the implementation of the theory in those respective systems. Even where deﬁnitions are identical, the concept may be applied quite
diﬀerently, in which cases Deshpande examines by considering the historical relationships among the various systems.

A DICTIONARY OF SANSKRIT GRAMMAR
VEDĀNTA-PARIBHĀṢĀ OF DHARMARĀJA ADHVARĪNDRA
GRAMMATICAL LITERATURE
Otto Harrassowitz Verlag

PĀṆINIAN STUDIES
Alphabetical index of Pāṇini's sutras.

RECENT RESEARCH IN PĀṆINIAN STUDIES
Motilal Banarsidass Publ. The present volume is a continuation of the bibliography and study presented in Panini, A Survey of Research, ﬁrst published in the Netherlands (The Hague: Mouton & Co.,
1976), subsequently published in India (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1980) and reprinted in 1997. The basic format adopted for the ﬁrst survey is observed here: a bibliography of major work done since
1975, including materials which came to the author`s knowledge up to December of 1997, is followed by his appraisal of this work with extensive references to primary sources which are the bases of
scholarly discussions and notes.

ON THE USE OF GENITIVE ABSOLUTE IN SANSKRIT
THE KÂTANTRA
INDIAN THEORIES OF MEANING
Theories of meaning according to various schools of Indic philosophy.

INDIAN LEXICOGRAPHY
Wiesbaden : Harrassowitz

THE PANDIT
TRADITIONAL SCHOLARSHIP IN INDIA
Manohar Publishers In a traditional sense, the Indian institution of the "pandit" denoted an individual that was a scholar, teacher, adviser, spiritual adviser, specialist, and legal expert says Michaels
(classical Indology, U. of Heidelberg, Germany). He presents 13 essays that are at once an examination of the role of the pandit in current Sanskrit scholarship and a festschrift to one particular pandit, K.
Parameswara Aithal. The essays explore the nature of being a pandit, examine conﬂicts between western methods of scholarship and the pandit's approach to the acquisition and preservation of
knowledge, and provide proﬁle of past and present pandits. Distributed by South Asia Books. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

EDUCATION IN ANCIENT INDIA
BRILL A fully documented survey of education in ancient India, of the amazing oral tradition of India’s literary heritage and its impact on Indian life. The full documentation facilitates quick access to the
original sources scholarly literature on Indian education. A true reference work.

PRAUDHA MANORAMA
APPENDICES 1ABHIDHANARATNAMALA
A SANSKRIT VOCABULARY, ED. WITH A SANSKRIT-ENGL. GLOSSARY
NYẠYAKOSA, OR, DICTIONARY OF THE TECHNICAL TERMS OF THE NYẠYA PHILOSOPHY
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INDIAN LITERATURE
KÂTYÂYANA AND PATANJALI: THEIR RELATION TO EACH OTHER, AND TO PÂNINI
RASAGAṄGĀDHARA
The Work Was Originalls Composed In 16Th Century By Pandit Jagannath Who Also Enjoyed Recording, Reviewing And Reappraising Various Theories On Poetics. The Work Is Praised For His Preciseness
And Accuracy In The Presentation Of Theories. The Present Book Presents An English Translation For The First Print Dealing With Theories. Divided In 2 Parts. 4 Parts In Al. Loves Of Sanskrit Poetics Will Find
It Useful.

THE MEGHA-DUTA (CLOUD MESSENGER)
THE TRIPĀDI
BEING AN ABRIDGED ENGLISH RECAST OF PŪRVATRĀSIDDHAM [AUSZ. ENGL.] (AN ANALYT.-SYNTHET. INQUIRY INTO THE SYSTEM OF THE LAST 3 CHAPTERS OF
PĀṆINI'S AṢṬĀDHYĀYĪ.)
Brill Archive
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HANDBOOK OF ORIENTAL STUDIES
BRILL

LOVE AND SOCIETY
SPECIAL SOCIAL FORMS AND THE MASTER EMOTION
Taylor & Francis Why does love matter? Love and Society discusses the meaning and importance of love for contemporary society. Love is not only an emotion that occurs in our intimate relationships; it
is a special emotion that allows us to relate to each other in a lasting fashion, to create out of our individual pasts a shared past, which enables us to project a shared future. Bringing together the idea of
Simmel’s second order forms with theories of love, this insightful volume shows that the answer to why love is so central to society can be found in the social transformation of the last two centuries. It also
explains how we can build our strongest social bonds on the fragility of an emotions thanks to the creation of "special moments" (love rituals) and "intimate stories" (love myths) that are central to the
weaving of lasting social bonds. Going to the cinema, reading a book together or sharing songs are forms of weaving bonds of love and part of the cycle of love. But love is not only shared between two
people; the desire and the search for love is something we share with almost all members of society. With rich empirical data, an analysis of love’s transformation in modernity, and a critical engagement
with classical and contemporary theorists, this book provides a lively discussion on the meaning and importance of love for today’s society. It will be of interest to undergraduate and postgraduate
students and postdoctoral researchers who are interested in ﬁelds such as Sociology of Emotions, Sociological Theory and Sociology of Morality.

PĀṆINI'S METALANGUAGE
REPORT ON THE STATE OF EDUCATION IN BENGAL
BHARTR̥ HARI, PHILOSOPHER AND GRAMMARIAN
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON BHARTR̥ HARI (UNIVERSITY OF POONA, JANUARY 6-8, 1992)
Motilal Banarsidass Publ. Bhartrhari lived in the tenth century c.e. Being both a grammarian and philosopher, his inﬂuence on subsequent grammatical and philosophical thought in India has been
enormous in spite of this modern scholarship has not yet given him the attention he deserves no doubt because his extent writings are diﬃcult and were not until recently, available in satisfactory editions.
Interest among scholars for Bhartrhari is now, however, growing. This is the reason why an international conference on Bhartrhari was organized in January 1992 in Pune, under the joint auspices of the
University of Poons and the University of Lausanne (Switzerland). The present volume contains some of the papers read at this conference as well as an up-to-date bibliography on Bhartrhari.

SCIENCE AND THE UNSEEN WORLD
Pickle Partners Publishing Physicist and astronomer Arthur Eddington tested Einstein's Theory of Relativity at an eclipse in 1919. A lifelong Quaker, his 1929 Swarthmore Lecture explores how science
and religion deﬁne and look at reality. ‘You will understand the true spirit neither of science nor of religion unless seeking is placed in the forefront.’ ‘He puts a strong line against simplistic reductionism in
relation to our minds . He emphasizes that when we ask the question, “What are we to think of it all? What is it all about?,” the answer must embrace but not be limited to the scientiﬁc answer. His lecture
explores this in a delightful way, that remains fully relevant today.’ — Prof. George Ellis 'The attitude of the scientist, here so admirably explained, is the attitude, also, of the mystic. Experience, to both, is
what matters most.”’- The Suﬁ Quarterly, 1929.

RIGVEDA BRAHMANAS
THE AITAREYA AND KAUSI ̄TAKI BRA ̄HMANAS OF THE RIGVEDA
Alpha Edition This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great signiﬁcance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is
never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally ﬁrst published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.

THIRD REPORT ON THE STATE OF EDUCATION IN BENGAL;
INCLUDING SOME ACCOUNT OF THE STATE OF EDUCATION IN BEHAR, AND A CONSIDERATION OF THE MEANS ADAPTED TO THE IMPROVEMENT AND EXTENSION OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION IN BOTH PROVINCES
ALPHABET SOUNDS
TANTRAVĀRTTIKA
A COMM. ON ŚABARA'S BHĀṢYA ON THE PŪRVAMĪMĀṀSĀ SŪTRAS OF JAIMINI
IDEOLOGY AND STATUS OF SANSKRIT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HISTORY OF THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE
BRILL The present volume contains studies of crucial periods and important areas in the history of the Sanskrit language, from the earliest, Vedic and pre-Vedic periods, through the period of "Greater
India," up to the recent history of Sanskrit in India.

PHILOLOGICAL LECTURES
PĀṆINI AS A VARIATIONIST
Analytical study on Pāṇini's Aṣṭādhyāyī, aphoristic work of Sanskrit grammar.

INDIA AS SEEN IN THE BṚHATSAṀHITĀ OF VARĀHAMIHIRA
Delhi : Motilal Banarsidass

CHANDAH SÚTRA OF PIṄGÁLA ÁCHÁRYA
WITH THE COMMENTARY OF HALÁYUDHA. EDITED BY PAṆḌITA VISVANÁTHA SÁSTRÍ
INDIA'S PAST
A SURVEY OF HER LITERATURES, RELIGIONS, LANGUAGES AND ANTIQUITIES
Asian Educational Services

THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE
AN OVERVIEW : HISTORY AND STRUCTURE, LINGUISTIC AND PHILOSOPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS, USES AND USERS
This book has the rare distinction of being both an introductorybook and a new ground-breaking study. It is an introductorybook because the reader gets an accurate overview ofthe language, and it is also
a ground-breaking study becauseFilliozat s approach harmonizes two diﬀerent and complementarystands that often have been at war: the Western historicaland comparative approach and the indigenous
pa!Çitatradition. Sanskrit is described here from these two points ofview: what the native speakers knew and felt about theirlanguage, and what the foreign scholars discovered in theirhistorical and
comparative quest.

PĀṆINIAN STUDIES
S.D. JOSHI FELICITATION VOLUME
University of Michigan Center for

INDIAN ALCHEMY OR RASAYANA
IN THE LIGHT OF ASCETICISM AND GERIATRICS
In Indian Alchemy Dr. Mahdihassan attempts to elucidate the point that Alchemy is a science through which the higher states of being reveal themselves with the matrix of spatio-temporal world. It is a
science that is directly related to temporal levels of the universal hierarchy which is totally beyond the reach of any of the profane methods employed during the past century.
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